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Editor’s Note: This article is a reprint. It was originally published March 6, 2018.

In July 2017, Internet Brands, a company under the global investment �rm Kohlberg

Kravis Roberts (KKR & Co.) umbrella, announced its acquisition of WebMD Holdings.

Purchase price: $2.8 billion.  The company also bought the wellness company

Nature's Bounty Co. in 2017,  and already owns a number of other health-related internet

brands, including DentalPlans.com, eHealthForum.com, HealthBoards.com, AltMD.com

and FitDay.com.

Google and WebMD Partner To Be Your Virtual Doctor
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In July 2017, Internet Brands, a company under the global investment �rm Kohlberg

Kravis Roberts (KKR) umbrella, announced its acquisition of WebMD Holdings



KKR also owns a number of other health-related internet brands, including

DentalPlans.com, eHealthForum.com, HealthBoards.com, AltMD.com and FitDay.com



KKR used to own tobacco conglomerate RJR Nabisco, but after “engineering a stock

swap” with Borden in 1995, it no longer has direct ownership of Nabisco



After KKR bought the Weekly Reader, research showed its tobacco ties led to more

tobacco-related articles appearing in the student newspaper, and while the stories

super�cially discouraged children from smoking, word choices and phrasing sent a

subconscious message to the contrary



WebMD has partnered with Google Home to allow users to ask medical questions via the

Google Home smart speaker
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And, since WebMD owns Medscape and MedicineNet.com, these sites now belong to

KKR's Internet Brands as well.  Internet Brands' CEO Bob Brisco told Forbes:

"WebMD and Medscape are the market leaders in online health with

unparalleled reach to consumers and health care professionals. Since its

founding, WebMD has established itself as a trusted resource for health

information. We look forward to delivering that resource to even more users, by

leveraging our combined resources and presence in online healthcare to

catalyze WebMD's future growth."

Herald Chen, head of KKR's technology industry team added, "The combined portfolio of

leading vertical internet assets will be a powerful one." Indeed, according to Fast

Company, "KKR is trying to corner the market on internet-based health information

dissemination at a time when Googling random symptoms … has become … common

practice."

A 2016 Google blog post describes how it generates its symptoms' lists,

acknowledging that searching for information on common symptoms can oftentimes

lead to a descent into an information jungle fraught with frightening and rare health

conditions.

Virtual Doctoring Is All the Rage

In recent years, the internet and medicine have become increasingly intertwined, giving

rise to "virtual medicine" and rampant self-diagnosing — a trend that largely favors drugs

and costly, invasive treatments. Here are just a sampling of developments aimed at

connecting consumers with various medical products:

Google has partnered with the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), launching a

depression self-assessment quiz which, like WebMD before it, funnels querents

toward antidepressant drugs.  Now, any time you use the search term "depression

symptoms" in the Google search engine, you will �nd links to pages that purportedly

help you "check if you're clinically depressed" through self-tests or quizzes.
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While it may seem altruistic to raise awareness about mental illness, the "stop the

stigma" campaign is actually funded and driven by the drug industry itself, under the

guise of various front groups, of which NAMI is one. Nearly 75% of the organization's

funding comes from drug companies.

According to PsychCentral in 2017, evidence also showed that drug companies have

instructed NAMI to "resist state efforts to limit access to mental health drugs" and

"how to advocate forcefully for issues that affect industry pro�ts."

Google and other tech startups are investigating the possibility of assessing mental

health problems using a combination of electronic medical records and tracking your

internet and social media use.

Google now includes a sidebar listing with symptoms and recommended treatments

for any health condition you enter into its search engine.

WebMD has partnered with Google Home to allow users to ask medical questions via

the Google Home smart speaker.

WebMD's joint business planning partnership with Reckitt Benckiser has produced a

chatbot version of Mr. Mucus, resident mascot for Mucinex. Facebook advertising will

promote the chatbot. According to Adage.com:

"The chatbot is part of a growing arti�cial-intelligence [AI] effort from

WebMD, an outgrowth of voice programs developed last year to work with

Amazon Echo and Google Home. Perhaps sadly, Mr. Mucus doesn't actually

engage in the conversation.

But folks looking up cold and �u symptoms on WebMD will be prompted by

the chatbot to … ask any questions they have about the ailments, along with

branded Mucinex queries about how to treat cough or congestion symptoms."

The chatbot also collects geographical data based on the queries, to predict the

spread of disease. So, if a lot of people in a certain city or state start inquiring about
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cold and �u, alerts will be pushed to others in the area, prompting them to take

preventive action — most likely by getting a �u shot or asking their doctor for a

certain medication.

Google researchers claim they've created an arti�cial intelligence-equipped retinal

scanner that can appraise your risk for a heart attack. Tests concluded the device

was 70% accurate in identifying patients who would have a heart attack or other

major cardiovascular problem within the next �ve years. More research still needs to

be done though to con�rm the results.

Tobacco Industry Now Your Virtual Doctor?

What most people don't know is that KKR used to own tobacco conglomerate RJR

Nabisco. As noted in the journal Tobacco Control in 1996,  "After engineering a stock

swap with Bordens [sic] in 1995, KKR no longer directly owns RJR Nabisco stock. This

case study underscores the need for public health advocates to be watchful of the

tobacco industry's efforts to control public access to news about tobacco."

The case study in question explored how KKR's ownership of Nabisco may have

in�uenced tobacco-related news stories in the student newspaper Weekly Reader, after

the newspaper was acquired by KKR. Weekly Reader, which had later merged with

Scholastic News Magazine,  shut down the 110-year publication in 2012.

The content of 182 issues of Current Events were analyzed, though — 71 of them

published before KKR's acquisition of Nabisco and 111 published after. Only four of the

71 pre-acquisition issues featured tobacco-related news, compared to 12 articles in the

111 post-acquisition issues. According to the author:

"The content of tobacco-related news stories shifted after KKR's acquisition to

portray tobacco as a 'forbidden fruit' that is attractive to teenagers. This was

done by focusing on new policies and programs to discourage teenagers from

smoking, the mythical threat of prohibition, and the supposed popularity of
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smoking, while giving relatively little attention to the health consequences of

tobacco use."

In essence, while the stories super�cially discouraged children from smoking, word

choices and phrasing sent a subconscious message to the contrary. Now, this same

tobacco-related company is gaining a vast internet platform where their messaging will

have a huge in�uence on health and medicine. As the sarcastic saying goes, "What

could possibly go wrong?"

WebMD Caught Creating Fraudulent Health Screen

It's worth remembering that WebMD has already come under �re over con�icts of

interest, and in 2010 was caught providing users with a fake depression screening test.

The test — in which 100% of quiz-takers ended up having a "high likelihood of major

depression" and were directed to talk to their doctor about treatment  — was

sponsored by drug giant Eli Lilly, the maker of Cymbalta.

The quiz was really direct-to-consumer advertising masquerading as a valid health

screen, and this is perhaps the most hazardous kind of drug advertising there is. Seeing

an ad on TV or in a magazine is one thing — you can recognize that as marketing. But a

test on a well-respected health site?

Few would consider that such a test might be rigged, which is probably why it was done

in the �rst place. With the tobacco industry now at the helm, I doubt WebMD's peddling

of paid advertising as educational information will improve any.

WebMD is a great example of the brilliant marketing the drug companies are doing. The

site appears to be an independent objective third party, but when you draw back the

curtain, you �nd it's really the drug companies that are crafting the message and the

recommendations.

It's also worth noting that WebMD is partnered with the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), which virtually assures you will not learn about alternatives

besides those approved by the FDA for your condition. This partnership further
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strengthens the promotion of sponsored drugs, and, by default, you will be kept in the

dark about strategies that can make a real and lasting difference, and often cost very

little or nothing.

Where Are We Headed?

The lack of independence among promoters and distributors of health information is of

tremendous concern. When major health websites are paid by both industry and

government bought by industry, there's little chance of getting complete and honest

information. Add to that Google's monopoly and its subsequent in�uence on internet

messaging about diet and medicine — not to mention its social engineering efforts —

and the future looks rather grim indeed.

Google has also taken it upon itself to be an arbiter of "fake news," censoring

information according to its own criteria of what is true or false. Needless to say, this

makes it really easy for Google to censor information that isn't in its own best interest,

including health and diet-related information  (the company is actually leading the way

toward the normalization of meat substitutes ).

According to a Campaign for Accountability report,  Google has paid academics in the

U.S. and Europe millions of dollars to in�uence public opinion and policymakers.  This

includes funding research papers "that appear to support the technology company's

business interests and defend against regulatory challenges such as antitrust and anti-

piracy."

Some of these academics have not declared the source of their funding, even though

payments have reached as high as $400,000. As noted by The Times:

"On one occasion Eric Schmidt, Google's former chief executive, cited a Google-

funded author in written answers to Congress to back his claim that his

company was not a monopoly — without mentioning that it had paid for the

paper …"
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Music Technology Policy also published a long article  last year describing how Google

managed to install one of its own lawyers in the Department of Justice antitrust division,

thereby protecting its own interests. As we look to the future, we also have Google's

sights on arti�cial intelligence (AI) to contend with. Already, two large monopolies have

joined forces to bring about the ultimate AI world.

As reported by The New York Times,  Amazon and Microsoft are merging their voice-

controlled digital assistants — Alexa and Cortana — to enlarge the capabilities of both by

building on each other's strengths and abilities. Ultimately, the goal is to create self-

learning AIs capable of imitating human thought processes. As for the use of AI's as

diagnosticians of disease and "virtual doctors," there's really no telling what might

happen.

Be a Conscious Technology Consumer

Google and its various divisions has turned into an octopus-like super entity with

tentacles reaching into government, food production, health care, education and the

creation of AIs that may run more or less independently. A key component of many of

these enterprises is data — your personal usage data; the tracking of every webpage

you've ever visited and every single thought you've ever written on a Google-enabled

device, along with geotracking tracing your every move.

Ultimately, that information can be used to subtly but powerfully in�uence your health

care and lifestyle decisions. WebMD, now under the control of a company with tobacco

industry ties that go back decades, also wields enormous in�uence over people's health

decisions, and through its partnership with Google Home smart speaker, WebMD and

Google are poised to become the go-to virtual doctor that is always available to answer

any and all health concerns.

Anyone who has spent even a small amount of time pondering the rami�cations of

Google's ever-growing monopoly over our day-to-day lives is likely to shudder at the

possibilities. To minimize personal data leaks, boycott all things Google. As for WebMD,

remember who owns them, and �lter any information you get from them through that
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knowledge. Below is a summary of action steps you can take. For more information, see

Goopocalypse.com's boycott Google page.

1. Avoid any and all Google products:

a. Stop using Google search engines. So far, one of the best alternatives I've

found is DuckDuckGo

b. Uninstall Google Chrome and use the Opera browser instead, available for all

computers and mobile devices.  From a security perspective, Opera is far

superior to Chrome and offers a free VPN service (virtual private network) to

further preserve your privacy

c. If you have a Gmail account, close it and open an account with a non-Google

a�liated email service such as ProtonMail,  an encrypted email service based

in Switzerland

d. Stop using Google docs. Digital Trends has published an article suggesting a

number of alternatives

e. If you're a high school student, do not convert the Google accounts you created

as a student into personal accounts
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